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Abstract

In the agent blackboard communication architecture, agents do not interact with each other directly but through blackboard.

The blackboard architecture includes central blackboard architecture and distributed one. In blackboard communication

architecture, the location of central blackboard (or distributed sub-blackboards) and communication topology among sub-

blackboards are two important issues that can influence the agent communication performance very much. However, there are

few works about such issues; and in the existing agent systems, the central blackboard (or distributed sub-blackboards) is (or

are) usually randomly located in the underlying network. To solve such problem, this paper presents a model for constructing

agent blackboard communication architecture based on graph theory. The model computes the location of central blackboard or

sub-blackboards based on median location method, and computes the communication topology among sub-blackboards based

on Steiner Tree method; the model also applies graph theory to the construction of blackboard architecture’s adaptation

mechanism for dynamic topology and the realization of the blackboard architecture’s fault-tolerance ability. At last, several case

studies and simulation experiments are conducted, which prove that the presented model can construct the effective agent

blackboard communication architecture.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In multi-agent systems, interaction will enable

agents to solve the problems that cannot be solved

by individual one. To implement interaction among

agents, there is a significant demand for agents to
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communicate with each other effectively. Nowa-

days, blackboard communication architecture [1,2]

is one of the commonly used communication

architectures.

In the blackboard communication architecture,

agents do not interact with each other directly; and

information is made available to all agents in the

system through a common information space and

there is no direct communication between agents.

Obviously, the message overheads and implementa-
aces 27 (2005) 285–301
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tion complexity of blackboard architecture are

relative low. Blackboard communication architecture

can be well suited for dynamic and large agent

systems [4].

Blackboard communication architecture includes

central blackboard architecture and distributed one,

as shown in Fig. 1. Central blackboard architecture

is simple. However, in this architecture, the black-

board is subject to become the bperformance

bottleneckQ of agent system. A popular way of

enhancing communication architecture is to imple-

ment distributed blackboard architecture, in which

some sub-blackboards are set in the system and

each sub-blackboard takes charge of the communi-

cations of some agents [3]. Here agents are

organized into some federated systems where agents

do not communicate directly with each other but

through their respective sub-blackboards. The agents

in a federated system surrender their communication

autonomy to the sub-blackboard and the sub-black-

board takes full responsibility for their needs. Fig. 1

shows a simple federated multi-agents system in

which there are three multi-agent sub-systems (i.e.

federated systems) with agents in each sub-system

controlled by a sub-blackboard. The sub-black-

boards communicate among themselves to express

the needs of their respective agents.

In the agent blackboard architecture, the key is

the communication cost that is mainly influenced by

the communication distance from the agents to the

blackboard and the communication distance among

sub-blackboards. Therefore, the location of black-
Fig. 1. Blackboard commu
board (or sub-blackboards) and the communication

path among sub-blackboards should be attached

much importance so as to minimize the sum of

all communication distances. However, there are

few researches on such issue; and central black-

board or sub-blackboards are always located ran-

domly, or are located on some management nodes.

Among the relative works on agent blackboard

architecture [1,2], they often focus on the informa-

tion sharing and information communication of

blackboard.

To solve the above problems, based on our original

work [5], this paper presents a comprehensive model

for constructing agent blackboard communication

architecture based on graph theory. According to the

current underlying network topology, our model can

compute the location of central blackboard or sub-

blackboards based on median location method, and

compute the communication topology among sub-

blackboards based on Steiner tree method. We also

construct the adaptation mechanism for dynamic

topology and the fault-tolerance mechanism of black-

board architecture.

Our constructed architecture can perform better

than the architecture that blackboard or sub-black-

boards are located randomly; the constructed archi-

tecture can also adapt for dynamic topology and have

fault-tolerance ability, which are testified by our

simulation experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 addresses how to locate central blackboard

based on graph theory. Section 3 addresses how to
nication architecture.
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construct distributed blackboard communication

architecture based on graph theory. Section 4 presents

the agent blackboard architecture’s adaptation mech-

anism for dynamic topology. Section 5 describes the

fault-tolerance and self-healing of blackboard archi-

tecture. Section 6 gives the case studies and simu-

lation experiments. Then the conclusions are

summarized in Section 7.
Fig. 3. The distance matrix of Fig 2.

Algorithm 1. Locate the central blackboard

Main ( )

{

for (int i=1; iVn; i++)
for (int j=1; jVn; j++)
d(i, j)=0;

for (i=1; iVn; i++)
for (int j=i; jVn; j++)
d(i, j)=the shortest distance between nodes i and

j;

for (i=1; iVn; i++)
{r(ni)=0;

for ( j=1; jVn; j++)
{if d(i, j)bN0

r(ni)=r(ni)+d(i, j);
else r(ni)=r(ni)+d( j, i);

}

2. Location of central blackboard

In central blackboard communication architecture,

the key is how to construct the central blackboard

effectively. It is required to locate the central black-

board in such a way so as to minimize the sum of all

shortest distances from the blackboard to the nodes of

the underlying network.

For a given network G=(X, E), where X denotes

the nodes and E denotes the links among nodes, we

define a communication sum number for every node

xiaX, as follows:

rðxiÞ ¼
X
xjaX

d xi; xj
��

ð1Þ

where d(xi, xj) is the shortest distance from node xi to

xj.

Minimizing the sum of total communication cost,

the central blackboard location should be the node xo
of the network G that:

rðxo
P Þ ¼ min

xiaX
r xiÞð �½ ð2Þ

Let Fig. 2 be an underlying network topology of

agent system, we can compute the distances among

nodes, shown as the distance matrix in Fig. 3. In Fig.
Fig. 2. A network example.
3, n5 is the node with the minimum transmission

number; therefore, central backboard should be

located on n5.

The algorithm that computes the central blackboard

is shown as Algorithm 1.
}

ro=max number; center=0;
for (i=1; iVn; i++)
if r(ni)bro

{ro=r(ni); center=i}
output (center).

}

Obviously, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is

O(n2).
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Therefore, after locating the central blackboard, all

agents can communicate through the central black-

board. Agents do not interact with each other directly

but with the blackboard.
3. Distributed blackboard communication

architecture construction

In distributed blackboard communication architec-

ture, the key is how to construct the distributed sub-

blackboards effectively. It is required to fix the sub-

blackboards number and locate the sub-blackboards in

such a way so as to minimize the total communication

cost between sub-blackboards and their allocated

agent. The communication cost is a function of the

distance between sub-blackboards and their allocated

agents, so the number and location of sub-blackboards

should minimize the total communication distances.

Otherwise, the communication paths among sub-

blackboards are also critical for efficient communica-

tion of agent system. Therefore, it is also required to

compute the communication topology among sub-

blackboards so as to minimize the communication

distance sum.

Now we compute the number and location of sub-

blackboards on the base of multi-medians location

method [6], and compute the communication topology

among sub-blackboards on the base of Steiner tree

[14].

3.1. Formal description of the problem

Problem of finding the bbestQ location of facilities in
network abound in practical situations. The problem

can be separated by two situations [6]: (a) In some

location problems, the objective is to minimize the

largest travel distance to any vertex from its nearest

facility, are, obvious reasons, called minimax location

problems. The resulting locations are then called the

centers of a graph. (b) In other location problems,

however, a more appropriate objective would be to

minimize the total sum of the distances from vertices of

the graph to the nearest facility. Problems of this type

are generally referred to asminisum location problems,

although the objective function is often not simply the

sum of distances but the sum of various functions of

distance. The facility locations resulting from the
solution to a minisum problem are called the medians

of a graph. The problem of finding the p-median of a

graph is the central problem in a general class studied in

the literature under the name of bfacility location and

allocationsQ [8].
On the base of the multi-medians problem descrip-

tion in [6], now we give a formal description of our

problem.

In the agent system, we should minimize the

sum of communication cost from agents to the sub-

blackboards. Therefore, in particular, we discuss the

problem of finding the p sub-blackboards location

in the underlying network G; that is the problem of

locating a given number ( p say) of sub-blackboards

optimally so that the sum of the shortest distances

that from their nearest sub-blackboard to the agent

on the node of G is minimized.

Firstly, let G=(X, E) be a network topology with X

the set of nodes and E the set of links. Let Xp be a

subset of the set X and let Xp contain p nodes. Now

we write

dðXp; xjÞ ¼ min
xiaXp

½dðxi; xjÞ� ð3Þ

where d(xi, xj) denotes the shortest path distance

between xi and xj.

If X iV is the node of Xp which produces the mini-

mum in Eq. (3), we will say that node xj is allocated

to the blackboard on xiV. The transmission numbers

for the set Xp of nodes are defined as Eq. (4).

rðXpÞ ¼
X
xjaX

d Xp; xj
��

ð4Þ

A set X̄po for which

rðX̄X poÞ ¼ min
XppX

½rðXpÞ� ð5Þ

is now called the sub-blackboards location in the net-

work G. The search process is called sub-blackboards

location problem. The aim of such problem is to select

p nodes to construct sub-blackboards and assign each

of the other nodes to its closest sub-blackboard so as to

minimize the total distance between the sub-black-

board and other nodes. Therefore, the communication

cost between the sub-blackboards and agents can be

minimized accordingly.
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To describe the allocation relation between nodes

and sub-blackboards, we presented the concept of

allocation matrix. Let [nij] be an allocation matrix so

that:

nij ¼
1 implies that node xj is allocated to sub�blackboard on xi
0 otherwise:

�
ð6Þ

If node xj is allocated to the sub-blackboard on xi,

then the agent on xj should interact with the sub-

blackboard on xi.

Further, we will take nij=1 to imply that node xi is

a sub-blackboard location and nij=0 otherwise. There-

fore, we should locate the sub-blackboards so as to

minimize:

z ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

dijnij ð7Þ

where dij denotes the shortest path distance between

xi and xj.

Obviously, in the agent distributed blackboard

communication architecture, we have:

Xn
i¼1

nij ¼ 1 for j ¼ 1; N ; n ð8Þ

Xn
i¼1

nii ¼ p ð9Þ

nijVnii for all i; j ¼ 1; N ; n ð10Þ

nij ¼ 0 or 1 ð11Þ

where [dij] is assumed to be the communication

distance matrix of the network. Eq. (8) ensures that

any given xj is allocated to one and only one sub-

blackboard xj. Eq. (9) ensures that there are exactly p

sub-blackboard locations, and constraint (10) guaran-

tees that nij=1 only if nii=1, i.e. allocations are made

only to the sub-blackboard location nodes.

Therefore, if [n̄ij] is the optimal solution to the sub-

blackboards distribution, then the sub-blackboards set

is:

Xpo

P
¼ xij nii

P

¼ 1
on

ð12Þ

Therefore, the aim of agents distributed blackboard

architecture construction is to find such [n̄ij] so as to

the X̄po
can satisfy Eq. (5).
3.2. Compute the sub-blackboards number and locality

3.2.1. Fix the sub-blackboards number

There are many methods to compute the number of

medians in graph theory [9], which can be referred for

fixing sub-blackboards number. Firstly, we can set an

initial test scope of sub-blackboards number, and then

we can use the well-known binary search method to

search the optimal number.

Binary search is searching a sorted array by

repeatedly dividing the search interval in half. Begin

with an interval covering the whole array. If the

value of the search key is less than the item in the

middle of the interval, narrow the interval to the

lower half. Otherwise narrow it to the upper half.

Repeatedly check until the value is found or the

interval is empty.

A possible improvement in binary search is not

to use the middle element at each step, but to guess

more precisely where the key being sought falls

within the current interval of interest. This improved

version is called Fibonacci search, which can

search the optimal number more rapidly than binary

search [23]. Instead of splitting the array in the

middle, this implementation splits the array corre-

sponding to the Fibonacci numbers. Therefore, to

compute the sub-blackboards number rapidly, we

can adopt the Fibonacci number to search the

optimal number of sub-blackboards.

Fibonacci number is formed by starting with 0 and

1 and then adding the latest two numbers to get the

next one, i.e. 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8,. . .
Let F1=1, F2=1, F3=2, F4=3,. . ., then we can

conclude:

Fn ¼ Fn�1 þ Fn�2;nz2 ð13Þ

We can set the test scope of sub-blackboards

number, and reduce the scope step by step based on

Fibonacci series. The explicit steps can be seen in

Algorithm 3.

3.2.2. Compute sub-blackboards location

On the base of the approximate algorithm of multi-

medias problem [6,7,9], we design the sub-black-

boards location-computing algorithm.

Let the sub-blackboards number is p, the method

proceeds by choosing any p nodes in the network at
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random to form the initial sub-blackboards set S,

which is assumed to be an approximation to the

optimal sub-blackboard locations set X̄p. The

method then tests if any node xjaX�S could

replace a node xiaS as a sub-blackboard location

node and so produce a new set SV=S[{xj}�{xi}

whose transmission number r(SV) is less than r (S).

If so, the substitution of node xi by xj is performed

thus obtaining a set SV that is a better approxima-

tion to the p-location nodes set Xp

P
. The same tests

are now performed on the new set SV and so on,

until a set S̄ is finally obtained for which no

substitution of a vertex in S̄ by another node in

X�S̄ produces a set with transmission less than r
(S̄). This final set S̄ is then taken to be the required

approximation to Xp

P
.

Algorithm 2. Sub-blackboards Location-Computing

(int p).

Step 1. Select a set S of p nodes to form the initial

approximation to the sub-blackboards set.

Call all nodes xjgS buntriedQ.
Step 2. Select some buntriedQ node xjgS and for each

node xiaS, compute the breductionQ Dij in the

set transmission if xj is substituted for xi, i.e.

compute:

Dij ¼ r Sð Þ � rðS [ xjg � xigf Þ
�

Step 3. Find Dio j ¼ maxxiaS Dij

�
:

	
I. If Dio

jV0 call xj btriedQ and go to step 2.

II. If Dio
jN0 set SpS[{xj}�{xi} call xj

btriedQ and go to step 2.

Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all nodes in X�S

have been tried. This is referred to as a cycle.

If, during the last cycle no node substitution

at all has been made at step 3 (i), go to step 5.

Otherwise, if some node substitution has been

made, call all nodes buntriedQ and return to

step 2.

Step 5. Stop. The current set S is the estimated sub-

blackboards location nodes set Xp

P
.

and location

Step 1. Let a=1, b=n, where n is the underlying

network nodes number of the agent system.

Step 2. Set the sub-blackboards number test scope as

[a, b].

Step 3. Let Fk is the least Fibonacci number that

zb�a. Select P1 and P2 as the test sub-

blackboards, where P1=a+Fk�2, P2=a+

Fk�1.

Step 4. Sub-blackboards Location-Computing (P1); /

*the 1st scenario */

Sub-blackboards Location-Computing (P2). /

*the 2nd scenario */

Step 5. Compute the results of the target functions of

the two scenarios, respectively.

Step 6. If the result of the 1st scenario is more

optimal than the 2nd one, then b=P2; Else

a=P1.

Step 7. If there exists any test numbers between a and

b, then go to step 2.

Step 8. Output the approximate optimal sub-black-

boards number and locations.
3.2.3. The combined algorithm

In the construction of distributed blackboard

communication architecture, the target function
should include the cost of building sub-blackboards

and the communication distance. Therefore, we can

define the target function as follows.

t arg et ¼ min q1p
 Bcost þ q2r Sð ÞÞð ð14Þ

where Bcost denotes the cost of building a sub-

blackboard, p denotes the number of sub-blackboards,

q1 and q2 denote the weight.

By combining the method of Sections 3.2.1 and

3.2.2, now we design the algorithm for computing

sub-blackboards number and locations, shown as

Algorithm 3.
After the number and location of sub-blackboards

are fixed, then each node can select the nearest

blackboard to form a federated system; then the agent

on a node should interact with the nearest blackboard.

The sub-blackboards communicate among themselves

to explain the agents’ need. Therefore, the communi-

cation topology among sub-blackboards is important.
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3.3. Compute the communication topology among

sub-blackboards

3.3.1. Steiner tree

The Steiner tree problem is one of the funda-

mental topological network design problems. The

problem is to interconnect (a subset of) the nodes

such that there is a path between every pair of

nodes while minimizing the total cost of selected

edges [10–12].

A minimum Steiner tree is defined to be the

minimal cost sub-graph spanning a given set of

nodes in the graph [13,14]. Formally, it can be

formulated as follows: Given a weighted, undir-

ected graph G=(V, E, w), V denotes the set of

nodes in the graph and E is the set of edges (or

links). Let w: EYR be a positive edge weight

function, and designate a non-empty set of terminal

nodes M, where /oMoV. The nodes that belong

to the complementary subset M̄, where M̄=V�M,

are called non-terminals. A Steiner tree for M in G

is a tree that meets all nodes in M. The MST

problem is to find a Steiner tree of minimum total

edge cost. The solution to this problem is a

minimum Steiner tree T. Non-terminal nodes that

end up in a minimum Steiner tree T are called

Steiner Nodes.

Among various sub-blackboard communication

topologies, one basic question is how to achieve the

connectivity with lest communication cost. Since in

our agent system, the communication cost is mainly

influenced by communication distance among

nodes, we should compute the communication

topology among sub-blackboards with the least

total communication distances. Note that a commu-
Fig. 4. An example of a Steiner tr
nication topology of sub-blackboards may contain

some nodes that are not sub-blackboard. These

nodes are referred to as forwarding nodes. There-

fore, we can apply Steiner tree method in the

topology computation.

3.3.2. Compute the communication topology among

sub-blackboards

Based on the KMB algorithm [14,15], now we

compute the communication topology among sub-

blackboards. Given a weighted undirected graph

G=(V, E, w) which denotes the underlying network

topology, and a set of sub-blackboard nodes MpV,

consider the complete undirected graph GV=(VV, EV,
wV) constructed from G and M in such a way that

VV=M, and for every edge (i,j)aEV, weight w(i,j) is
set equal to the weight sum of the shortest path from

node i to node j in graph G. For each edge in GV,
there corresponds a shortest path in G. Given any

spanning tree in GV, we can construct a subgraph G

by replacing each edge in the tree by its corresponding

shortest path in G.

Fig. 4 shows a network G and sub-blackboard set

M={1, 3, 9, 7} (shaded nodes). We first calculate the

shortest distance between every two sub-blackboards

in G. They are 8, 9, 13, 7, 8, 5 respective to ah1, 9i,
bh1, 3i, ch1, 7i, dh3, 9i, eh3, 7i, fh7, 9i. Let a, b, c, d,
e, f form a graph GV, shown as Fig. 4(b). The

minimum spanning tree of GV is shown with thick

lines in Fig. 4(b), and then we construct the

communication topology among sub-blackboards by

replacing each edge in the tree by its corresponding

shortest path in the network G. The communication

topology among sub-blackboards is shown as thick

lines in Fig. 4(c).
ee construction in network.
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4. Adaptation mechanism for dynamic topology

Nowadays, the underlying network topology is

always dynamic, old links may fail and new links may

be formed over time [16].

In static networks, the blackboards location may be

pre-computed and keep static afterwards. However, in

dynamic topology network, this may not be optimal

since the topology often changes. Therefore, dynamic

selection of blackboard locations is important for

good performance.

In agent blackboard construction, the key issue is

the location of blackboard (or sub-blackboards). There-

fore, we should re-select the blackboard (or sub-

blackboards) location while network topology

changes.

About the blackboard location re-selection, we

can consider the problem under two conditions: (a)

If the topology changes locally only within a

federated system, then we only re-select the sub-

blackboard location within the underlying network

of the federated system. (b) If the topology

changes globally in the whole underlying network,

we should re-select all of the sub-blackboard

locations.

Selecting blackboard location each time the net-

work topology changes in the network is expensive

in terms of overhead and resource utilization.

Therefore, we do not re-select blackboard location

each time the network topology changes, and we do

it only when the network topology changes more

than a certain degree.

To describe how much the network topology

changes, we present the concept of topology variation

degree.
Fig. 5. An example of chang
Let G=(V, E) be the network topology before

changing, and GV=(VV, EV) be the network topology

after changing, and N=|V[VV|.
Let P=|pij|, where 1Vi,jVN, and

pij ¼
�
1 if there exists a link ðvi; vjÞ in G

0 otherwise
ð15Þ

Let PV=|pVij|, where 1Vi,jVN, and

pijV ¼
�
1 if there exists a link ðvi; vjÞ in GV
0 otherwise

ð16Þ

Let D be the difference sum between P and PV.
Firstly D=0; and we compare each element of P and

PV, if pijppijV, we add D by 1. Let m be the number of

the links of the initial network topology, i.e. m=|E|.

Now we define the topology variation degree as

follows:

topology variation degree ¼ D

2m
ð17Þ

For example, Fig. 5(a) is a network topology

before changing, Fig. 5(b) is the network topology

after changing; and (c) and (d) in Fig. 5 are the

resulted P and PV, respectively, from (a) and (b).

By comparing (c) and (d) in Fig. 5, we can get the

D, and D=8. Therefore, topology variation degree=8/

(2
5)=0.8.

Therefore, when the network topology changes, we

firstly compute the global topology variation degree. If

the global variation degree is more than the predefined
ing network topology.
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number, we should re-select all of the sub-blackboard

locations. If the global variation degree is less than the

predefined number, we should compute the topology

variation degree of each federated system, and decide

whether the sub-blackboard location needs to be re-

selected within each federated system.
Fig. 7. Simulation network topology.
5. Fault-tolerance and self-healing of blackboard

architecture

The solutions based on blackboards approach lend

themselves to a single point of failure problem and

bring fault-tolerance issues in networks. The black-

board (sub-blackboard) also acts as a hub for all traffic

in its federated system, and therefore, if it is serving

large number of groups, the congestion at the black-

board will cause unnecessary delays in the real-time

traffic. Otherwise, in the dynamic topology network,

the blackboard location maybe fails to work.

Therefore, we should make the system have fault-

tolerance ability so that single point of failure of the

blackboard (or sub-blackboard) in the agent system

can be handled efficiently. So, every node (i.e. the

agent on the node) is served by rj sub-blackboards

instead of just one. The sub-blackboards other than

the closest one are bbackupQ sub-blackboards for that
node (i.e. the agent on the node), and will be used

only if the closer sub-blackboard fails.

While we select the backup sub-blackboards, the

goal is to optimize the sum of the cost of sub-

blackboards and the weighted sum of the communica-

tion costs of each node to the closest sub-blackboard.
On the base of [17], we design the fault-tolerance

mechanism of blackboard architecture.

Let [nij] be an allocation matrix, and sub-black-

board i is the rth closest one to j. So our goal is to:

Minimize
X
i

X
j

X
r

d
rð Þ
ij n rð Þ

ij þ
X
i

fi

 !
X
i

n rð Þ
ij z1 8j; r

n rð Þ
ij a 0; 1f g 8i; j; r ð18Þ

where fi denotes the cost of the sub-blackboard i.

In our agent blackboard architecture construction,

supposing the costs of all sub-blackboards are the

same, so our goal can be simplified as follows:

Minimize
X
i

X
j

X
r

d
rð Þ
ij n rð Þ

ij ð19Þ

Therefore, each node can select the (r�1) closest

sub-blackboards as the bbackupQ ones.
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For example, there is a simulated agent blackboard

communication architecture, shown as Fig. 6(a). Now

we illustrate the fault-tolerance and self-healing of

agent sub-blackboard architecture.

Let r=2, i.e. each node can select one backup

sub-blackboard, that is the 2nd closest to it.

Therefore, in Fig. 6(a), the backup sub-blackboard

of N2 is N4, the one of N1 is N17, and the one of

N5 is also N17.

If the sub-blackboard on N6 fails, then N2

should select the N4 as its main sub-blackboard,

N1 and N5 should select the N17 as their sub-

blackboard. Therefore, with the fault-tolerance abil-
Fig. 9. Agents’ commu
ity, the communication architecture can be self-

healed. The new federated system is shown as

Fig. 6(b).
6. Case studies and simulations experiment

For the purpose of our experiment, we have

developed a minimal platform that provides the basic

functions required to program agents. We have

implemented a prototype that is developed with Tcl/

Tk, Tclx, Tix and Binprolog [18–21]. Also, the

prototype was also partly based on the work of Aglets

Software Development Kit v2 (Open Source release)

[22].

In order to show how effectively our proposed

agent blackboard communication architecture con-

struction model can work, we made four kinds of case

studies and simulation experiments: (1) case studies

and test of central blackboard architecture; (2) case

studies and test of distributed blackboard architecture;

(3) case studies and test of the performance when

network topology changes; (4) case studies and test of

the fault-tolerance performance when some sub-
nication relations.



Fig. 10. Distance matrix of the simulated network topology.
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blackboards are compromised in distributed black-

board architecture.

Fig. 7 is a simulation network topology for our

tests, and Fig. 8 is the agent distribution. Let there be

six kinds of agents communication relations, the
Fig. 11. The performance comparison between the constructe
communication relation matrix [rij] is shown as Fig.

9. In the matrix, if ai communicate to aj, then rij=1,

else rij=0.

Now we make the four kinds of case studies and

simulation experiments.
d central blackboard architecture and the random ones.



Fig. 12. Constructed blackboard architecture.
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6.1. Case studies and simulation test for central

blackboard architecture

Now we take the network topology in Fig. 7 and

the agent system in Fig. 8 as an example. According

to the method in Section 2, the distance matrix is

shown as Fig. 10. Therefore, we should select n2 as

the central blackboard location. Otherwise, we make

some random central blackboard architectures where

the blackboards are located randomly, such as n5, n6,

n8, n10, n14, and n17.

Now we make simulated agent communications

according to Fig. 9 through the constructed central

blackboard architectures and the ones of random

central blackboard. The results are shown as Fig. 11.

Obviously, we can see that our constructed architec-
Fig. 13. Randomly constructed distri
ture is the most efficient. Therefore, our constructing

model for central blackboard architecture is effective.

6.2. Case studies and simulation test for distributed

blackboard architecture construction

In order to show how effectively our proposed

model can work, we compare the performance of (i)

the distributed blackboard architecture that sub-black-

boards are randomly located and (ii) the one that

applies multi-medians location and Steiner tree

method.

We also adopt the simulated network topology in

Fig. 7, the agent distribution in Fig. 8, and the agent

communication relations in Fig. 9.

It is not convenient to simulate the cost of building

sub-blackboard accurately. Therefore, for simplicity,

commonly in our simulation experiment, we can pre-

assign the number of sub-blackboards as q
ffiffiffi
n

p
a, where

n is the number of nodes in the network.

Therefore, in the simulated network topology in

Fig. 7, we set the number of sub-blackboards as 4.

Now we use Algorithm 2 to construct the sub-

blackboards locality, and each node (i.e. the agent

on the node) selects the nearest sub-blackboard as its

master sub-blackboard. Finally, we compute the

communication topology among sub-blackboards.
buted blackboard architecture.



Fig. 15. Initial network topology and the matrix P.

Fig. 14. The performance comparison between the constructed distributed blackboard architecture and the random one.

Fig. 16. Topology variation degree=3/32.
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Fig. 17. Topology variation degree=9/32.

Fig. 18. Topology variation degree=14/32.

Fig. 19. Topology variation degree=19/32.
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Fig. 20. Performance comparisons among different network topology.
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The final agent distributed blackboard communication

architecture is shown in Fig. 12.

Now we make simulation for the agents commu-

nication by the architecture of Fig. 12 and other

architectures where sub-blackboards are randomly

located of Fig. 13.

Fig. 14 is the simulation test results, from which

we can see that the architecture in Fig. 12 is the

most efficient. Therefore, our model that applies

multi-medians location and Steiner tree methods
Fig. 21. Performance comparisons between the i
into agents distributed blackboard architecture con-

struction is correct and effective.

6.3. Case studies and simulation test of the perform-

ance when network topology changes

Now we make the case studies and simulation test

of the performance when network topology changes

in the distributed blackboard architecture. The initial

topology is shown as Fig. 15. Now the network
nitial architecture and the self-healed one.
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topology changes, the topology and the matrix Ps are

shown as Figs. 16–19. The topology variation degrees

are 3/32, 9/32, 14/32 and 19/32, respectively.

Now we make the simulated agent communica-

tion according to Fig. 9. The result is shown as

Fig. 20. From Fig. 20, we can see that the more

the topology variation degree be, the more differ-

ence the performance of the initial blackboard

architecture is. Therefore, if the underlying network

topology changes much more than a certain degree,

we should adapt the blackboard architecture for

current topology.

6.4. Case studies and simulation test of the fault-

tolerance of distributed blackboard architecture

In Section 5, we have made case study for the

fault-tolerance of distributed blackboard architecture.

Now we take the architectures in Fig. 6 as examples.

There is an agent blackboard constructed by our

approach, shown as Fig. 6(a). Now if the sub-

blackboard on N6 fails, then according to our self-

healing mechanism, the healed architecture can be

seen as Fig. 6(b). Now we make simulation test for

Fig. 6, the result is shown as Fig. 21. From the result,

we can see that the distributed blackboard architecture

after self-healing can perform the communications

among agents. Therefore, our fault-tolerance and self-

healing mechanism can get a new architecture which

can operate well. However, we can see that the

performance of the healed architecture is bad than the

one of the initial constructed architecture, which also

proves that the architecture where blackboard loca-

tions and communication topology are computed by

our approach is optimal.
7. Conclusion

For constructing effective agent blackboard com-

munication architecture, this paper presents an all-

around model based on graph theory. Blackboard

communication architecture includes the central

blackboard architecture and the distributed one; and

the central blackboard or distributed sub-blackboards

locality is critical in the architecture. Therefore, we

mainly address the problem of blackboard (or sub-

blackboards) locality.
In central blackboard architecture, we design the

blackboard locality-computing algorithm based on the

single-median method of graph theory. We can use the

algorithm to select the optimal locality for construct-

ing central blackboard, and all agents in the system

can communicate through the blackboard. The case

studies and simulation experiment prove that our

constructed agent central blackboard communication

architecture outperforms than the other ones that

central blackboard is randomly constructed.

In distributed blackboard architecture, we design

the sub-blackboards locality and number-computing

algorithm based on the multi-median method of graph

and Fibonacci search method. After constructing the

sub-blackboards, each node can select the nearest sub-

blackboard to construct the federated system. Also, the

agents can communicate through their respective sub-

blackboard. Moreover, we apply the Steiner tree me-

thod to compute the communication topology among

sub-blackboards. The case studies and simulation

experiment prove that our constructed agent distrib-

uted blackboard architecture outperforms the other

ones that sub-blackboards are randomly constructed.

At last, we also address the agent blackboard

communication architecture’s adaptation mechanism

for dynamic topology and blackboard failure. If the

network topology changes more than a certain degree,

we should re-construct the architecture; if one or some

blackboard (or sub-blackboard) goes wrong, the

system can select the bbackupQ blackboard and realize

self-healing.
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